TODAY-After 24 years of frustratingly slow progress-often accompanied by ridicule and scornintrepid researchers in many countries are achieving some success in creating still another remarkable electromagnetic system. This one involves communication with the so-called dead.
The current development of SPIRICOM by Metascience Foundation researchers may be ranked, in the
decades ahead, with the many innovative efforts that culminated in the telegraph, telephone, radio and
phonograph. The term SPIRICOM (from spirit communication device) may someday even be a part of
everyday language.
The accompanying recording consists of conversations with persons very much alive in other dimensions, as
well as reports on research by those pictured here.
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A PHOTO HISTORY OF
MAN'S COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
Man's recorded history on this planet stretches
back about 8,000 years. But only in the last 150
years or so has man been communicating by means

of electro-magnetic systems.
This means that in only 2 percent of man's time
on earth he has moved from the carrier pigeon to
communications satellites millions of miles out in
space. We don't often take time to think about the

rote at which the development of communications
systems has been accelerating.
Just consider the picture as it unfolds here.
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In

1558 Giovanni Battista
della Porta proposed a message-sending device that would
utilize magnetism" Man had
known about magnetism since

it was almost
300 years before the developancient times, but

ment

of electro-magnets

I

made

della Porta's drearn a reality.

In 1838 Samuel F.B. Vlorse
demonstrated that clicks from
an electromagnet could carry a \
message along a wire. rto* |

Washington to Baltimore he
sent the message, "What hath

7

God wrought? "

By 187 6 Alexander Graham
Bell demonstrated that wires
could carry not only Morse'r S
dots and dashes, but the tones
of the human voice as well.

In 1877 Thomas Edison used
a needie to capture the vibrations of a telephone mouthpiece, first on paraffin paper,
then on tinfoil, and then on
wax. He had invented the fore-

runner of today's

magnetic
audio and video tape recording
systems.
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By 1896 Guglielmo Marconi
was demonstrating that the dots
and dashes of telegraphy could

be transmitted without a wire
over long distances-even
across the Atlantic Ocean!

It did not

take long for Lee

that the
" wireless " could carry the
human voice, too. By 1907
DeForest to prove

those with the proper receivers
could hear singers over the air- >
waves. Then Edwin Armstrong's
development of regenerative

circuits

in I9l2 and the super-

heterodyne radio in 1918 quickly advanced the state of the art.

Broadcasting o f pictures
would not be far behind. J.L.
Baird of Scotland is credited

demonstrating the first
complete television system in
1926, when he transmitted
sound and halftone pictures. In
America, Ernst Alexanderson,
Edgar Love, and Vladimir
Zworykin helped refine the new

with

communications device.

The next step, of course, was
color television, first broadcast
from the CBS laboratories by
Peter Goldmark in 1940. Now
more than 95 percent of the
homes in American have television, about half of them in color.

In 1969 when man first landed on the moon, it was natural
that millions of people would
expect to participate by means
of radio and TV. And they did,

via live telecast from the
moon's surface.

Of course man's exploration
of space did not stop with the
landing on the moon. Photos
and telemetric data have been
transmitted 1,200,000,000 miles

from unmanned spacecrafts.

The communications capabilities of the inhabitants of
"spaceship earth" seem limitless indeed.

An even more exciting breakthrough in

communication
is occurring RIGHT NOW.

